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AT ‘SANTA’S PLACE’, MORNINGTON by Nigel Jackson
They are burying the story, stealing it away,
Or so it seems initially at Santa’s Place,
Where vast profusion of lax Christmas cheer
Adorns the serried shelves in dark eclipse.
It’s all about that fat red man whose smile
Invites to self-indulgence and whose sack of gifts
Calls to the worldly eye. The jingling sleigh
Rushes us wildly onwards to enjoy a high
With partying throngs; and then it’s wine, beer,
Spirits, gluttonous attention to the feast, crackers
Cunningly snapping open petty jests,
Insipid verbal tricks. Giving of presents
Has become the major rite; and family life
Is celebrated only on an earthly plane.
Such acid thoughts flash through my mind
As I pass among forests of decorations,
Baubles seductively gleaming, ballerinas,
Jesters grinning and cloaked in festive red,
A soldier and his drum, some railway trains.
The red-nosed Rudolph, holly berries,
All the paraphernalia of invading sect.
The scattered angels are outnumbered here.
Jemima and Penny are agog, however,
Escorting me up some creaky wooden stairs
Made of the timbers of the Ark, perhaps,
To find new treasures in a fresh display
Of summoning luxury. At five and three they glow
With eagerness to view more charms and beauties.
So, we reach the upper room – and an epiphany!

I suddenly find myself at the nativity!
Still higher, on
a dais is set the
familiar
Group,
sculptured
almost to our
life size
And
commanding
instantly my
whole attention.
The three wise men –or kings – advance,
One on his knees, proffering precious gift,
Whose bearded face is wise, serene, obedient.
An angel with a trumpet waits and watches well.
A little shepherd whom he’s called keeps to the side
Humbly. Joseph, a tall guardian, looms
Above seated, smiling, gracious wife,
Mother of the newborn comer lying in the crib
And shining with mysterious otherlight for all.
Their gazes are all pinpointed on this child
In symphony of watchfulness and expectation.
A Great Light has come into the world, breaching
The darkness mankind labours in. I see
With joy an icon stronger than mightiest thunder.
Here is the story that is central to our Christmas time!
Divine light breaks upon the morning of the world.
Those shared gazes, ley lines of the soul.
Combine with power to tell of miracle and rule.

KNOCKING AT THE FRONT DOOR OF DICTATORSHIP by Arnis Luks
Socialist Prime Minister Scott Morrison is planning
to utilise a bait and switch technique to subvert
our constitution, 'switching about' federal and state
responsibilities in the arena of the national cabinet
decision-making. The bait and switch of responsibilities
include education, skills, and possibly aged care as
items being introduced onto the agenda for 2021.

Under the search of "upholding our constitution" I came
across The New Times Vol. 18, No. 11, 30th of May,
1952. In this 1952 record, the conservative Menzies
government was imposing socialist centralising policies
upon the states. Central banking is featured as a vital
tool of both capitalism and communism. At that time
across state borders, conservatives were rallying against

further erosion of our federal constitution, in particular
the financial emasculation of the states by the Loan
Council, violating pre-1949 Liberal party policy.
(2015) Scott Morrison, who was the then minister for
Social Services, introduced the "no jab no play, no jab
no pay" regime. He is also responsible for the current
imposition of medical martial law within Australia. He
is not a misguided, ill-advised individual, but rather
a ruthless and determined totalitarian. The façade he
puts on, with various photo opportunities to market this
persona to an unsuspecting public, do not do justice
to the collectivising of the Australian people he is
responsible for. Malcolm Turnbull used the same bait and
switch technique with the Murray Darling Basin “Water
Act 2007”, making it a federal function, when clearly it
has always resided (within the ‘limiting’ words of our
constitution) as a state function. Premiers from various
states are also doing the bidding of the United Nations
which is a public-private conglomeration of, in this case,
vested medical interests posing as a political entity. The
UN is an industry tool - inter-national corporate fascism.
Alger Hiss, exposed as a Soviet agent whilst working for
the US administration, established the UN as the peak
policy directing group for the New World Order. It has
been dominated by collectivists since its inception.
With the imposition of licensing in order to obtain
meaningful work, governments have handed police-ing
of nay-sayer’s across to industry. Much discussion within
the national cabinet has been around mandatory vaccines
for school attendance and overseas travel.
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/breaking-news/wa-border-decision-fornsw-coming-next-week-but-victorians-unlikely-to-be-affected-by-outcome/
news-story/48b165bf32adce61236f3a9fcd0242a2

In my youth, a trade was a noble pursuit for energetic
young males. Nowadays the issuing of a licence and
operating within the bounds of several parliamentary
Acts is the standard requirement to work in any given
area. Before entering my teenage years I was already
involved in the building industry, helping my dad as he
generally worked alone and was happy for the company
of a small hand that only a child could give. My elder
brother has a similar tale of assisting our dad at work.
This was not to be my principal vocation but certainly a
significant part of my employment across five decades.
At one stage, as I was never an indentured tradesman,
my state-issued-licence evolved to include the full and
unrestricted work of an indentured tradesman.
My concern with this expanded national cabinet reform
agenda to include ‘skills’, is that a licence to perform
work will now have expanded conditions placed upon it.
These conditions will limit your ability to function freely
in your own community - the ability to obtain meaningful
work without some government/corporate (public/
private) pre-conditions involved.
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Some of my relatives are now required to have
vaccinations to visit their parents in aged care, or to work
in their chosen field. With this medical tyranny we are
experiencing under the fraudulent COVID-19 banner,
the ever expanding vaccination schedule will eventually
be mandatory. There are now 12+ vaccines that have
already been ‘mandated as coercive’ policies for children
as well as for adult employment and welfare benefits
from government programs. These can be expected to
be added to the adult e-health card for mandatory use
in the near future. The medical industry has promoted
this policy achieving exorbitant profit as a consequence.
COVID-19 has not caused anywhere like the carnage that
which occurred with the Spanish Flu in 1918-1919.
Are we experiencing a medical coup d'état in Australia,
an imposition of medical martial law and not even
suspecting what is actually going on?
Coup d’état, also called coup, the overthrow of an
existing government by a small group. The chief
prerequisite for a coup is control of all or part of the
armed forces, the police, and other military elements.
A coup is a change in power from the top that
merely results in the abrupt replacement of leading
government personnel, without greatly altering a
nation’s fundamental social and economic policies,
nor does it significantly redistribute power among
competing political groups.
By this definition we are experiencing a medical coup
d'état in Australia - medical martial law.
National Cabinet voids Parliament and the Executive
Our constitution has been disregarded with the formation
of the national cabinet that essentially rules by decree.
This has done away with all Parliaments and their
Executives - executive being ministers and the lead
bureaucrats answerable to their parliament/s.
Parliaments are now a bygone formality of pretence, to
pass laws to support the national cabinet policy.
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https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/yes-minister-bodies-culledin-big-reset-for-federalism-20201028-p569dp

Forty-one ministerial forums have been culled from
the new national cabinet as part of the major reset
of Commonwealth-state relations designed to put
political leaders and ministers back in charge and
streamline decisions. Gone from the old Council
of Australian Governments (COAG) are ministerial
groups overseeing a large array of portfolios including
consumer, housing and homelessness, industry, sports,
culture, multicultural, forests and fisheries.
A group of nine ministerial groups has also been taken
out of the national cabinet process, to meet only for
specific, time-limited and agreed purposes. These
include agriculture, attorneys-general, planning, food,
community services and northern development.
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The COAG review found “ministers have been very
enthusiastic about meeting via Zoom and WhatsApp".
The overhaul of the peak governmental decisionmaking system came after a review of the old COAG
arrangements by Peter Conran found it had become
"a slow, bottom-up framework for intergovernmental
co-operation that too often resulted in lowest common
denominator outcomes".
https://www.pmc.gov.au/domestic-policy/
effective-commonwealth-state-relations

Mr Conran is the former director-general of the West
Australian Department of Premier and Cabinet and a
former Commonwealth cabinet secretary. The review
was led by senior Prime Minister and Cabinet officials,
Yael Cass and Sacha Edema.
The American people are also experiencing a coup d'état.
https://drrichswier.com/2020/11/17/united-states-europeancommand-conducted-the-operation-to-take-control-of-computerservers-in-germany/

The main players, like ours in Australia, are obscured;
depending on your political point of view, only one side
is a problem. The other side - are doing all the wrong
things, whereas we are doing all the right things, when in
actual fact both sides are part of the problem, and neither
side offers any realistic answer against totalitarianism.
To the Democrat (left), Trump is deranged and subverting
the election result. To the Republican (right) the fraud
of the election is obvious and the courts, even though
the majority of judges are appointed by Republican
conservatives, are not upholding their Constitution.
My lay-view: it smells of a rat with some of these court
cases having immediately failed. Their purpose is to
cause disillusionment amongst conservatives. Possibly to
justify in their minds a move towards USA martial law.
We have found posts about Clinton and Trump while
going back to the 2016 election fraud that are worth
re-reading. Trump and Republicans are not clean
on this issue of election fraud, having all used it to
their advantage in the past. The CIA appears partly
responsible for the 2020 electronic voter fraud (in
the battleground states) from their server farm in
Frankfurt, Germany. https://www.sgtreport.com/2020/12/
situation-update-305th-military-intelligence-battalion-is-kraken/

We understand the seizure of the CIA servers in
Frankfurt has pitted American servicemen against
American servicemen with some fatalities recorded.
Sidney Powell is presenting video evidence of the
dominion voting machine manipulation, recorded in
real time, as the votes were switched or added or both.
There is also the examination of the seized servers from
Frankfurt and the forensic examination of the Dominion
voting machines to come. The 14th December for
counting Electoral College votes will come and go.
In the process of electing the president and vice-president
is the official counting of those electoral votes by
congress - joint sitting of both houses due 6th January.
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Congress may or may not accept the Electoral College
votes as legitimate with the massive anti-fraud campaigns
through the courts and alternative media outlets.
There is also the funding of anti-freedom groups by the
George Soros' controlled Open Society Foundation, with
direct links to the electronic voting systems used for this
election. There is much to clean up in USA.
In the US, rather than allow a build up of dissent leading
onto civil war, the American people must find resolution
to the impasse of obvious election fraud and form stable
government which will uphold the law while this mess of
corruption is cleaned up to counter the fraud potential for
future elections.
One small light in the current darkness, is the increasing
interest in civics, both in USA and Australia. How are
our government/s meant to work and how does the
Constitution manage this electoral fraud predicament?
We came across another informative website with a
detailed white paper on the USA electoral college time
line based on both, past precedence and their constitution
here:
https://mma.prnewswire.com/media/1359230/Electoral_College_
Deadlines_White_Paper.pdf?p=pdf

We also uncovered an historical article about the call
for electronic voting for Australian from both major
parties - bah humbug here: https://blog.alor.org/index.php/
catastrophically-compromise-australia-s-electoral-system

And also the 2013 Joint Standing Committee Report
recommended against e-voting because it was vulnerable
to hacking and could "catastrophically" compromise the
Australia's electoral system: https://alor.org/Storage/Library/
PDF/Joint%20Standing%20Committee%20on%20Electoral%20
Matters%202013%20-%20Electronic%20Voting.pdf

Australia would do well to look deeply in their own
back yard on this very issue of both electronic and
mail-in election fraud. Warnings go back several
years to these articles as well: http://www.computerworld.

com.au/article/604722/nsw-evoting-system-under-fire/?utm_
medium=rss&utm_source=googlenewseditorspickfeed&google_
editors_picks=true
and also here: https://rumble.com/vb5ve9-princeton-professorhacks-voting-machine-in-seven-minutes.html

The answer for Australia and USA to make their way
out of this muddle is firstly to uphold their constitution,
for their political representatives to uphold their primary
function which is: to represent their electorate in the
parliament. And the secondary function is: to hold the
Executive accountable in the parliament.
Individuals, communities and nations can deal with
most things provided they can maintain their freedoms.
Medical martial law circumvents hard won freedoms,
possibly for generations to come. We ignore this very
real and current threat at our peril.		
***
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THE LEAGUE’S FREEDOM CAMPAIGN
NEW ZEALAND JETTISONS WHAT IS
No political movement can exist in a moral vacuum,
LEFT OF FREE SPEECH By Bruce Bennett and Australians have traditionally accepted that it
New Zealand moves now to further tighten its hate laws
following the mosque attacks, although it is unclear how
this prevents anything, but, it makes the ruling elites feel
“safe.” In reality, crazies who intend to commit horrible
crimes really do not worry about speech control. Still, it
looks like one is doing something, anything.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/christchurch-mosque-attacksjacinda-ardern-promises-to-close-gaps-in-hate-speech-legislation/
RMBXJZ6BFMJHZAIY7YLTBY7ZHU/

“Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern's hope for political
consensus regarding hate speech law is looking
doubtful as the Royal Commission of Inquiry into the
Christchurch terror attack reignites the debate.

OUR POLICY

The 800-page report includes a recommendation to create
a new offence under the Crimes Act, making it illegal
to intentionally stir up hatred against racial or religious
groups.
https://christchurchattack.royalcommission.nz/the-report/

In a speech in Parliament on Tuesday, Ardern promised
to work with all parties to try to close "the gaps in hate
speech legislation".
"I know this is a contentious area, and we will work with
determination to try form that consensus if we can."
But soon after, National leader Judith Collins told
reporters Ardern would have to provide "a very
compelling reason" to win her MPs' support.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/12/new-zealand-crimesact-will-make-illegal-to-intentionally-stir-up-hatred-againstracial-or-religious-groups?utm_source=newsletter&utm_
medium=email&utm_campaign=the_2020_12_12_jihad_watch_
daily_digest&utm_term=2020-12-12

“This is the pattern for how the Anglosphere will discard
the freedom of speech and move into a new era of
authoritarianism. …
The Crimes Act will make it “illegal to intentionally stir
up hatred against racial or religious groups.” But who
will determine whether or not this hatred was stirred
up “intentionally” or not? Who can judge anyone else’s
intentions? This is just opening the door to governing
authorities being empowered to silence anyone they
wish, under the pretext that he or she is stirring up hatred.
So, it’s starting New Zealand on the way to becoming a
totalitarian state. …
The contradictions and illogic of all this are glaring, but
they won’t stop Ardern from destroying New Zealand as
a free society.”			
***
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is the Christian Faith that generated our heritage of
representative government. While the League maintains
a small full-time staff primarily motivated by Christian
service, it is the extensive network of volunteers from all
walks of life who form the backbone of the Movement.
The League of Rights seeks to help create a body of
dedicated men and women who serve not for their own
material gain, but as custodians of those truths and values
which must form the basis of all successful efforts to
defeat the enemies of human dignity and freedom.
The League encourages and equips individuals to
independently exercise their own initiative in the service
of freedom.

To promote service to the Christian revelation of God,
loyalty to the Australian Constitutional Monarchy, and
maximum co-operation between subjects of the Crown
Commonwealth of Nations.
To defend the free Society and its institutions -- private
property, consumer control of production through
genuine competitive enterprise, and limited decentralised
government.
To promote financial policies which will reduce taxation,
eliminate debt, and make possible material security for
all with greater leisure time for cultural activities.
To oppose all forms of monopoly, either described as
public or private.
To encourage all electors always to record a responsible
vote in all elections.
To support all policies genuinely concerned with
conserving and protecting natural resources, including
the soil, and an environment reflecting natural (God’s)
laws, against policies of rape and waste.
To oppose all policies eroding national sovereignty, and
to promote a closer relationship between the peoples
of the Crown Commonwealth and those of the United
States of America, who share a common heritage.
Subscription to On Target $45.00 p.a.
NewTimes Survey $30.00 p.a.
and Donations can be performed by bank transfer:
A/c Title
Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)
BSB 		
105-044
A/c No.		
188-040-840
or cheques to: ‘Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)’
Postal Address: PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.
Telephone: 08 8387 6574 eMail: heritagebooks@alor.org
Online Bookstore : https://veritasbooks.com.au/
https://alor.org/ our main website and repository of the
Douglas Social Credit and Freedom Movement 'Archives'.
On Target is printed and authorised by K. W. Grundy
13 Carsten Court, Happy Valley, SA.
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